
The Satanic Front – O9A Opposition?

Seems Anton Long and Old Guard are opposed to Satanic Front. I merely suggest some revisions as I 
accept you as the legitimate continuation of the Tempel ov Blood and hope you will drop the Gothic 
Vampire bullshit, serial killer larp and pedophile/rapist/incel/non-white/jew sectors.

Firstly, I suggest merely 4-Stages for You to be Ready to Move to Internal Adept

Stage One: Noviate Diabolist or Becoming A Blonde Beast of Prey

Seek out and obtain the following:

Black Book of Satan
Hostia
Requiste O9A
A Sinister Sport
We the Drecc
21 Satanic Points
Nexion not the zine by O9A
Hysteron Proteron
All back issues of Fenrir
Devils Quran
Actual Quran
A Non-ISKCON Translation of the Gita
Tibetan Book of the Dead
Complete Works of Nietzsche
Protocols of Learned Elders of Zion
Jewish Supremacy by David Duke
1001 Quotes by and about Jews
Turner Diaries and Hunter
Unabombers Manifesto
Revolutionary Catechism
Any work about the Aum Cult of Japan
The literature given to Islamic Jihadists and Imperial Japan’s Kamikaze Fighters
Serial Killing and its Analysis by Ian Brady
120 Days of Sodom
A Clockwork Orange
Secret History of Jews and Blacks
Decline of the West by Oswald Splenger
Vindex: Destiny of the West
Pacts with the Devil
Satanic Bible
Might is Right
Again I stress Nietzsche at least On Genealogy of Morals and Antichrist
PURE Zine by Ian Brady
Antimous by MLO
Satanic Creed by MLO
Requiste O9A
Liber 333



Iron Gates
Siege

The Hazing

For 30 days:

100 push ups, 100 situps, 100 squats, 100 chin ups or pull ups

4 mile run

4-6 hours of sleep

Daily or nightly meditate for 45 mins whilst doing so keep a clear mind and induce trance via mantras 
such as Om Tat Sat, Om Mani Padme Hum or Om Satan Om etc

Pray 4 times a Sufi Prayer to Atazoth – the Cosmic Satan

Eat one meal a day high protein, high carb and no fat and fast twice a week but hydrate a lot and prior 
in morning and evening drink electrolyte mix in case of losing salts

Before bed whilst meditating to Industrial harsh music and either invoking Vindex, Satan, Baphomet,  
Nythra or Shugara or after praying to Atazoth/Visnu/Allah whip yourself 333 times with a cat of 9 tails 
and state: “forgive me father for I have not sinned, lead me into temptation and deliver me to evil”

At the end of 30 Days deprive yourself of sleep for 48 or 24 hours and that week do a pathworking for 
your Dark God or Goddess of choice for invocation run 21km in under 3 hours for women or 30km in 
under 3 hours for men or if aiming to be a Mercenary for Satan and Vindex incarnate: walking thirty-
two miles in less than seven hours in hilly terrain with 45 lbs and a 15 lbs dumbbell in hand for big 
dicks or same distance and time with 25-45 lbs for limp dicks or girls.

At the end of this in your ritual:

Seal your name in blood to Satan as incense burns of Sulfur and offer yourself mind, body, blood and 
soul to Satan and recite the 21 Satanic Points, Dies Irae and Satanic Our Father. End it with chanting 
the Sanctus Satanas whilst whipping yourself with a cat of 9 tails 333 times. After the ritual drop some 
blood in the wine from your middle finger on left hand and either visualize or carve an inverted 
pentagram on your Solar Plexus. Visualizing first a rent appearing in space with a horrible dragon 
spewing out which turns into a black diamond which descends to hover above your crown then 
descends its anti-Cosmic light to your third eye, your throat, and your solar plexus at this point 
visualize via vibrating loudly the Dies Irae energy of the acausal pouring into you and your Nazarene-
Jewish human self or soul leaving which descends into the altars of Hell where a mature beautiful 
woman is on an altar waiting for you and visualize yourself slitting your own throat and her lotus feet 
flooded with blood. And say “For you my Goddess and for you my Prince I shall bleed and make others
bleed”.



Vibrate Nythra Atazoth Shaitan and visualize the star of Algol and then Saturn as the beautiful woman 
returns with a head of a Rabbi or Christian priest and from her menstruating vagina forms demonic 
succubi and other entities

Visualize the Third Reich and Adolf Hitler and then his Second-Coming

The same evening at Midnight:

Perform a solo black mass, or have a lover or partner to act as Baphomet and you as Satan, or reward 
yourself with sexual intercourse and wine then meditate for 45 minutes on the inner voice and the 
darkness within and without

Undertake Mass of Heresy in a solo version if required, 9 days later Rite of Defiance

And perform a solo Mass of Jihad as a meditation or ritual.

Hunt, kill, skin and eat a wild animal in a primitive fashion offer it to Baphomet

Obtain a large quartz sphere or tetrahedron

Inverted Pentagram Necklace

Silver Obsidian or other dark gemstone ring

Obtain and read: Eulilia Dark Daughter of Baphomet, The Giving and the Deofel Quartet 

Paint and design your own Sinister Tarot

Create your own Star Game both basic and advanced

Study Aeonics

Create a new religious and/or political form that is racist, nationalist, and radical based upon Aryanize 
Islam, Aryan Nations, Polygamous Mormonism, Cults, Charles Manson, Satanism, Nietzschean 
Philosophy, Wicca or Paganism, Tantra, The Drecc, The Tempel ov Blood or anything that is evil and 
Sinister and devoted to doing Satans work and offering blood to Baphomet and targets Jews, Zionists, 
Communists, Antifascists, Cultural Marxists, Undercover cops, Nazarenes, 
Pedophiles/Rapists/Sodomites/Trannies, Non-whites, Magians, mundanes etc with a Code of Honour 
you keep others loyal to you by and loyal to your own troops, as well as avoid legal processes and 
settle disputes with duels deadly or otherwise or by a third party council.

Recruit 3 people to your cult, political group, extremist group, religion etc

Either by proxy or hypnosis use it to find a feeble minded individual that goes on a Suicide Mission to 
Bomb or Eliminate targets such as journalists, Nazarenes, police, snitches, perverts, junkies, anti-
whites, Zionists, cultural marxists, or other targets



Study in depth Naos once more this is important, Black Book of Satan, Hysteron Proteron, A Sinister 
Sport, Eulilia, The Giving, Deofel Quartet and Requiste O9A

Following this study Savitri Devi’s Lightning and the Sun and for a year:

Live as the archetype of within time ie Genghis Khan

Then live as the archetype of Vindex or Hitler or Mohammed for a year and be against time

Finally live one year as a Buddha 

Stage 2 – Initiate

Personal

Find if possible a lover and convert her to the O9A if you are incel usually skip this or find a normal 
girl to have a normal relationship went until she dumps you to your Sinister ways or hops on board or 
both

If you are shy either travel around the world or run a brothel or do both

If you are opposed to drugs experiment and sell them

If you are a National-Socialist live a year as a Antifascist

If you are the life of party live for a year as a Buddhist monk

Live life as a career thief testing opfers or as a mugger

Live for a year as a vagrant

If there is a war as an mercenary seek to find combat

This point you either:  - (Aeonic and Internal, Evolving Your Nexion)

a) Form a street gang with your tribe and perform the Dreccian ABC Rite eventually when you get 
bored of beating up people perform a Ceremonial Black Mass, Real or Symbolic Ceremony of 
Recalling, Mass of Heresy, Rite of Defiance, Mass of Jihad and Ritual of Nine Angles

b) Run a pseudo-Satanist temple and then push it to the O9A brand of Satanism. Appoint either your 
lover or a suitable replacement to run it then spend 3 to 6 months in the wilderness alone with no 
contact. Keep a journal. Learn the Star Game. Practice Tarot. And perform any outstanding Magickal 
tasks or ordeals physically

c) Run a National-Socialist, Anarchist, Communist, or Islamic terror group or Cult based on or inspired
by ISIS, al-Queda, AtomWaffen and Tempel ov Blood seek to recruit federal agents then either convert 
them to the cause or have them eliminate targets you deem weak and by proxy or hypnosis aim to have 
the police officer cull said target or brutalize them. Live as a Buddhist monk in Asia ie Thailand for 1 to
2 years later. And whilst there learn the Star Game in both forms and Tarot.



d) Run a Wiccan group you turn into a Satanist Nazi one then do (b).

e) Run a gang which is heretical, outlaw and violent based on Drecc or Vampirism or Combat 18 for 
one to two years and make enough income from crime and avoid if possible prison. Assassinate a 
suitable target. Get into street fights. Racketeer. Buguralize. Etc.

Whilst trying to achieve this you must create a piece of art either musical or written.

And in-depth learn Sinister Chants, Star Game, Sinister Tarot, Aeonics, Internal and External Magick, 
Exoteric and Esoteric forms, Reichsfolk, and Sufi Islam as well as Paganism of Sumerian, Hellenic and
Arabian societies. As well as Alchemy and Astrology in both Western and Vedic forms.

And if you haven’t live as a monk in Asia ie Thailand for one to two years study the star game take a 
break and then go live in the woods 3 to 6 months

Stage 3 – Self Actualization ie Priest/Priestess

Career you are to find employed seek at least to make 100 grand a year or more via:

Drug trafficking, smuggling or other crime

Pornography or Prostitution

Being a Mercenary or Soldier of Fortune

As Special Forces Operator or SWAT Officer

As an Intelligence Agent who does Black Ops

As an academic or professor

As an author of heretical books denying the Holocaust and promoting Hitler and the Third Reich

As a proficient artist or writer for the O9A or Sinister

Self-employment

Research Funding

As a Contract Killer

As a modest Buddhist Monk or Sufi Mystic

As a Street Fighter or Martial Artist

As a politician

As a banker or stock broker



Investing in crypto

Deep Web Markets

Arms Trading

Anything else which you love and is either STEM, decent trade, federal government work, foreign 
government work or criminal or heretical and outlaw

Stage 4 – Adeptship and Beyond

Go back through the 4 stages of the original and new Hebdomian way and complete the ones you can if
possible as required or modify them.

Study Nietzsche, Hellenicism, Sumeria, Gnosticism, Hermeticism, the Acausal, Esoteric tenets of the 
O9A, Pre-Islamic Paganism and Alchemy, Islam, National Socialism, etc in depth and the entire O9A 
Corpus enacting things you have need to do

Guide others and work Aeonics either by proxy, hypnosis or directly

And should have at some point:

3 or 4 harsh special physical ordeals under your belt
Traveled abroad and lived abroad
Lived as a Monk and a Playboy
Ran a Brothel, Temple, Gang, or Criminal Enterprise or Political Movement Underground or Otherwise
Engineered Political and Religious Forms
Contributed to the O9A subculture conductive to Aeonics
Culled at least an animal at least
Lived on both sides of the law
Saw combat
Served your nation and subverted it
Been far left and far right
Experienced Prison and freedom
Wealth and poverty
Attained genuine Esoteric knowledge, abilities and insight

And became in essence the new Dawn of Man: Homo Solaris

Note: Criminal aspects are for historical purposes and entertainment, and not recommended except as a 
visualization experiment in ones imagination or via art or writing.

Stage 5 – Self-Mastery and Evolving the O9A

Engineer your own form of the Sevenfold Way based on your own life and practices over a span of at 
least nearly two or more decades. And include things you should do but haven’t for experience, self 
insight or Aeonics. Evaluate wisely.



Create your own Nexion where you assume role of Grand Master and Guide one person within 5 to 10 
years to become a suitable Outer Rep then replacement

Engineer an event such as 9/11, the Rise of a Fascist Dictatorship, a Holocaust, Segregation or 
enslavement or colonization of non-whites or draw down the energy from the next Aeon using new 
forms without terror

Promote either the Sinister, Numinous or both as needed to keep the O9A and societies balanced

Train to be a Rounwytha even if male or have a daughter who is a Rounwytha eventually

Stage 6 – Marriage to Eternity

Transcend death from knowing within and then without and evolving consciously to become one with 
them and a God or within Valhalla/Paradise or rebirth into a new human body to continue your life 
work. Or store yourself in a quartz tetrahedron to later manifest vindex or other chaos or such.


